Webex Audio Intelligence

With Audio Intelligence, meeting and calling participants will hear, communicate, understand, and collaborate better from wherever they work, on any device.

For the latest on Audio Intelligence innovations, contact your Webex representative.

“This has become one of the most popular settings in Webex for our teachers and staff. Teachers are instructing their students to turn this on since most households have siblings and adults speaking in the background. In the past, teachers asked students to mute their microphones and then had to constantly unmute every time they needed to talk. With this feature, they turn it on and students can participate in class regardless of what else is going on in the room they’re working in. It has significantly impacted effective class time for teachers.”

—Individual contributor, The Webex Community
Be heard. Anywhere you are.

Noise removal

Noise removal creates clearer meeting and calling experiences by filtering out background noise, such as keyboard typing and barking dogs. Our advanced deep learning, speech science, and audio processing technology separates noise from human speech, so your colleagues will hear you and not the noise.

Learn more

Music mode

Want to play music during your meeting or call? Music mode preserves your microphone’s original sound when you’re using your computer for audio, making virtual concerts even better. When you enable music mode, the microphone will optimize for music, allowing listeners to get the best sound during the meeting or event.

Learn more
Optimize for my voice

Conducting meetings and calls from remote work locations can sometimes be challenging when there are other people talking in the background. Even in the office, it can be hard to get away from your coworkers’ conversations.

With optimize for my voice, you can be sure your voice will come through loud and clear. Optimize for my voice distinguishes between foreground talkers who are close to the microphone, and background talkers. When you select optimize for my voice in your meetings and calls, only your voice is captured and all other background speech is removed—while simultaneously removing other types of background noise that may affect clear speech.

Learn more

Optimize for all voices

When conducting huddle meetings where many participants are in the same space and others are located somewhere else, it can be hard for remote participants to hear all voices clearly, with some getting lost in the mix.

You can now use optimize for all voices to include all the people who are important to the meeting. With optimize for all voices, it doesn’t matter whether you are close or far from the microphone, a soft talker or a loud talker. Webex brings everyone’s voice equally into the conference while eliminating background noise, so you can be sure everyone is heard, no matter how many people are in the room.

Learn more

For more information
Please visit webex.com/products/collaboration-ai.html